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La naturaleza de la creatividad: perspectivas cognitivas y de confluencia

Resumen
En la presente revisión de la literatura acerca de la psicología informativa abordamos algunos
aspectos de la naturaleza de la creatividad desde perspectivas cognitivas y de confluencia. Los
autores comienzan hablando de modelos de creatividad obtenidos por enfoques cognitivos y
de confluencia, centrándose en la transición de modelos univariados a multivariados. El artículo explora en la literatura que se sugiere acerca de los factores que pueden influir en la creatividad, incluyendo la cognitiva conativa y la relacionada al medio ambiente. Luego presentamos las similitudes y diferencias entre la creatividad y la innovación, y la controvertida
cuestión acerca de la evaluación de la creatividad, explorando dos posturas contrapuestas; los
enfoques psicométricos y componenciales. Esta revisión concluye reconociendo la complejidad del fenómeno de la creatividad explorado aquí principalmente a través de una mirada
cognitiva y de confluencia, tocando los enfoques psicométricos y sociales de la personalidad,
y reconoce el potencial de otras miradas de la psicología, como la psicodinámica, la humanistica y la evolucionaria, para entender la creatividad.
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The nature of creativity:
cognitive and confluence perspectives

Abstract
In the present psychology-informed literature review we address some aspects of the nature of
creativity from cognitive and confluence perspectives. The authors begin by discussing models of creativity offered by cognitive and confluence approaches, focusing on the transition
from univariate to multivariate models. The article explores what these literatures suggest
about factors that can influence creativity, including cognitive conative and environmental
ones. The article goes on to present the overlaps and distinctiveness between creativity and
innovation and the vexed question of the evaluation of creativity exploring two contrasting
stances of psychometric and componential approaches. The review concludes by acknowledging the complexity of the phenomenon of creativity explored here mainly through cognitive and confluence lenses touching on psychometric and social-personality approaches, and
recognizes the potential of other lenses in psychology such as psychodynamic, humanistic and
evolutionary, for understanding creativity.
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Introduction

The complex phenomenon of creativity has been defined as "the ability to produce work that
is both novel (i.e., original, unexpected) and appropriate (i.e., useful, adaptive concerning task
constraints)" (Sternberg & Lubart, 1999, p. 3). Whilst there are many definitions of the phenomenon, these elements are widely accepted. The notion of creativity as generating original
and appropriate outcomes comprises the four P’s of Person, Process, Product, Press which
Rhodes (1961) originally identified, combining the production of original and valuable outcomes with the impact of these on others. The creative process has led to a lot of work and
many models have been developed. Over time, models of creativity have been enriched with
many new features that came into play. In cognitive psychology it is accepted that creativity is
a human quality that depends on the individual capabilities, expertise and motivation
(Amabile, 1997).

Models of creativity: passage of univariate to multivariate ones

Within psychology many paradigms co-exist for understanding creativity and over time there
has been a transition from more linear approaches toward more integrative, where several
elements are taken into account simultaneously. Sternberg (2003a) outlines this journey
through nine paradigms (mystical, psychodynamic, humanistic, cognitive, psychometric,
pragmatic, social-personality, evolutionary and confluence though it could be argued that the
latter two emerge from combinations of the other traditions). In the present literature review1
we focus more on the cognitive and confluence approaches to creativity, also drawing on
some psychometric and social-personality perspectives.

Among the earliest published cognitive psychological models of the creative process, is
that of Wallas (1926), who outlined four main stages (preparation, incubation, illumination
and verification). The preparation phase is the gathering of internal information proper to
each individual, and the external one coming from the environment. The incubation step is
defined as the implementation of unconscious associations. During the illumination, the ideas
rise to consciousness. The last stage of verification compares the ideas to reality and makes
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selections. Similarly, Guilford (1950) proposed a four-stage model, which involves the same
steps than Wallas yet other more recent approaches, for example Cropley and Cropley (2008),
have recognized the importance of communicating creative ideas successfully and so offer an
extended model involving seven parts (preparation, activation, cogitation, illumination, verification, communication and validation)2. However, these models cannot explain certain abilities and cognitive processes involved in creativity.
Other early cognitive models include Mednick’s (1962) recognition of the role of the
associative process in creativity, and Hudson’s (1968) recognition that creativity involves
both divergent and convergent thought. From these emerged recognition of certain abilities
and cognitive processes involved in creativity, as, “a capacity to produce many ideas (fluency), an ability to change one’s mental set (flexibility), an ability to reorganize, an ability to
deal with complexity, and an ability to evaluate” (summarised in Lubart, 2000-2001, p.295,
drawing on work by Guilford and also Torrance). More recent cognitive approaches also include studies which seek to understand computer simulations of creative thought (for example
Boden, 1999, 2004) as well as the relationship between generative and exploratory phases in
creativity such as the Geneplore model (Finke et al., 1992 ; Ward et al., 1999).

Thus gradually a multivariate approach fell into place, where creativity is seen as a
combination of several interacting factors such as the intellectual capacity of the individual,
the personality and environmental issues. In this context several models have emerged, taking
into account a number of factors. Some authors described the creative process as a dynamic
blend of processes that co-occur, in a recursive way throughout the work (Eindhoven &
Vinacke, 1952, in Lubart 2001) or as an integrated approach (Ghiselin (1952/1985 in Lubart
2001). Calwelti, Rappaport, and Wood (1992) suggest the simultaneity of processes such as
centering on a topic, working on new ideas, expanding ideas, evaluating, and taking distance
from one’s work.

As the research comunity increasingly recognised the convergence of multiple components in enabling creativity, a new framing of creativity beyond cognitive models emerged, in
a confluence approach. Such theorists include Amabile (e.g. 1983, 1997) exploring the rela2

There are some potential parallels between these stage-models of creativity and its communication, and Bisbee’s ‘5E’ model
(discussed in Bisbee et al, 2006) which has influenced science education internationally: this too consists of stages comprising
Engagement, Exploration, Explanation, Elaboration and Evaluation. However it could be argued the 5E model is more focused
on scientific exploration than on creativity.
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tionships between intrinsic motivation, domain knowledge and creativity skills. Amabile
(1996) proposed a componential model of creativity comprising three components, namely,
motivation, abilities in a field and processes. This model includes several phases which do not
necessarily occur in a fixed sequence: (a) problem or task identification, (b) preparation
(gathering and reactivating relevant information and resources), (c) response generation (seeking and producing potential responses), (d) response validation and communication (testing
the possible response against criteria), and a final phase of decision making about further
work.
Csikszentmihalyi (1988, 1996) proposed the ‘systems approach’ where the individual
interacts with a domain of knowledge and a field (persons who value). Gardner (1983) suggested from his studies of high creators that anomalies in systems seem to generate creativity.
Gruber (1989) developed an ‘evolving systems model’ which integrated knowledge, purpose
and affect, and explored the importance of ‘networks of enterprise’ that support highly creative people. Sternberg and Lubart (1993), in their model, identified six different resources
that may play a role in a creative production, namely, aspects of intelligence, knowledge,
cognitive styles, personality, motivation and environment. More recently Lubart et al. (2003)
refined this model by including emotional factors. These theories appear to explain paradigm-shifting, or ‘big c’ creativity where multiple components need to co-occur. Calwelti,
Rappaport and Wood (1992) suggest the simultaneity of processes such as centring on a topic,
working on new ideas, expanding ideas, evaluating, and taking distance from one’s work.

Thus the evolution of the creative process models has progressed towards an integrated approach where complexity is recognized and cognitive, conative and environmental factors are recognised as contributing to the establishment and development of creativity
(Amabile, 1983; Lubart, 1994; Sternberg & Lubart, 1995). According to this point of view,
Mumford et al. (1994) argue that creative problem solutions require expertise, adaptability,
motivational and dispositional characteristics. Moreover as Lubart (2000-2001) note, the difference between creative and noncreative process focuses on a continuum rather than a dichotomy. In fact what is important for creative work is knowledge, motivation and the nature
of the problem-solving task.
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Factors that can influence creativity

Current models of creativity, within the cognitive and confluence traditions, presented above,
consider that many factors can influence the creativity of individuals. In addition, the combination of these factors may give different results depending on, both, the individual and the
field of activity. Among these are cognitive, conative, and environmental factors (Amabile,
1983; Lubart, 1994; Sternberg & Lubart, 1995).

Cognitive factors of creativity
In general, cognitive factors can influence creativity and are highlighted in different ways in
the literature. Some years ago, Guilford (1950) noted that creativity involved certain abilities
as sensitivity to problems, a capacity to produce many ideas (fluency), an ability to change
(flexibility), an ability to reorganize, to deal with complexity, and an ability to evaluate. Fluency and flexibility later became a part of the Torrance tests in creative thinking (e.g. 1968).
More recently, studies have explored the nature of the sub-processes involved in creativity
(Lubart, 1994a; Sternberg, 1999; Sternberg & Lubart, 1995). Between these sub-processes
have been identified: problem finding, problem formulation, and problem redefinition (Mumford, Baughman, Threlfall, Supinski & Costanza, 1996), the divergent thinking (the process of
generating many alternative ideas), the process of forming idea combinations through random
or chance-based processes (Simonton, 1988), the process of reorganizing information
(Baughman & Mumford, 1995; Sternberg & Davidson, 1995), perception and information
encoding (Mumford, Baughman, Supinski & Maher, 1996), and using heuristics (Langley,
Simon, Bradshaw & Zytkow, 1987).

Mumford and their colleagues (Mumford et al., 1994) examine cognitive capacities that
contribute to creative problem solving. They proposed a creative process model that organizes
the sub-processes involved in categorical structures (Mumford, Mobley, Uhlman, ReiterPalmon & Doares, 1991). Studies support the idea that the combination and reorganization of
extant knowledge is used to generate new ideas or novel problem solutions, as demonstrated
in the historic study of scientific revolutions (Kuhn, 1970), but do not tell us how people go
about combining and reorganizing existing concepts. However, a study by Mobley, Doares
and Mumford (1992), provides some clues about the nature of the combination and reorganization process. They argue that knowledge structures reflect a categorical organization of
facts and principles (Barsalou, 1983; Fleishman & Mumford, 1989; Owen & Sweller, 1985).
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In the framework of cognitive psychology, studies of creativity refer to problem solving
by analogy, which is considered as a strategy to bring together two items and to emerge a
third through cognitive processing. This may be particularly relevant in science education
where it might be argued that analogy is needed to transfer thinking from one area of learning
to another (Gentner, 1983).

Conative aspects of creativity
Conative aspects of creativity encompass personality, motivation and emotions. Among the
personality traits important for creativity, research points out perseverance, risk taking, openness to new experiences, individuality and tolerance for ambiguity (Lubart, Georgsdottir &
Besançon, 2009). For example, McCrae (1987), showed that the trait ‘openness’ interacts with
the process of divergent thinking in order to make creative production possible. Other authors
show that extraversion (Wolfradt & Pretz, 2001) and psychoticism (Eysenck, 1993) are positively and strongly associated with creativity. Amabile’s work theorised that extrinsic motivation is insufficient for creativity (Amabile, 1983, 1998, 1996) whereas interest in the activity
itself is much more likely to facilitate it. Rewards, according to Amabile, actually have a destructive effect on creativity in general, particularly, on higher-order problem-solving.
Amabile argues that the more complex the activity the more likely extrinsic motivation will
block creativity, for if students perceive their learning as simply something they have to get
through in order to 'win the prize', this reduces their capacity to be creative. This is particularly relevant given the wider performative culture in which children learn across the world.
Moneta and Sui (2001), in their exploration of the lack of creativity in the highly-extrinsically
motivated education system in Hong Kong, confirm this.

Besides certain personality traits, motivation also plays an important role in creativity.
Studies suggest that intrinsic motivation (i.e. curiosity, etc.) contributes positively to creativity, whereas extrinsic motivation (prizes, awards, and praise from parents or teachers) sometimes is negatively related to creativity (Amabile, 1989).

More recently, studies have focused on the impact of emotional states on creative performance. However, the conclusions of these works are not consensual. The results of Isen
and his colleagues (Isen, Johnson, Mertz et al. 1985; Isen, Daubman & Nowicki, 1987) suggest that only positive emotional states, compared to neutral and negative ones, promote crea-
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tive performance. While other authors have observed that the more negative emotional states
encourage creativity (Kaufmann & Vosburg, 1997). Zenasni and Lubart (2002) suggest that
contextual variables may be the cause of these differences.

Russ (1999) examined the links between creativity and emotional expressiveness in
children aged 5 to 7 years old and found that the frequency of emotional themes and variety
are correlated with measures of divergent thinking. In addition, emotional creativity seems to
vary by gender. Averill (1999) showed that women are more creative than men, although a
Polish study of almost 650 six-year-olds by Uszyńska (1998) highlighted no influence from
gender, school type or location differences.

Environmental factors and creativity
These include the physical, social and cultural environment. In terms of the physical environment, one recent study suggests visible connection with natural environment, use of natural
materials and less manufactured or composite surface materials, with use of visual detail and
warm colours, seem to be important (Mitchell et al., 2002) whilst the values implied by the
environment are highlighted by Moultrie et al., (2007). Socially, the family environment may
play a role in the creative process. However the relationship of a favorable or unfavorable
family environment is unclear. The role of schools and teachers is often emphasized in the
development of creativity (Sternberg & Lubart, 1993; Csikszentmihalyl, 1996). Creativity is
increasingly understood to be a social phenomenon. Culturally, there is evidence of creativity
being differently interpreted in the West compared with the East being seen more as about
individualism in the West and the collective in the East (Kim, 2007; Ng & Smith, 2004; Rao,
2005) yet despite this Western accounts of creativity, its place in society and how it might be
fostered in educaiton, remain dominant in the research literature.

Overlaps and distinctiveness between creativity and innovation

In general, creativity can provide the basis for innovation: the result of creativity, in a market
context, is innovation. Whereas, as indicated above, creativity is usually understood to be the
construction of ideas or products which are new and potentially useful (Amabile, 1988), innovation is the way in which ideas are brought to a profitable conclusion, generally understood
in an economic sense. The test of innovation lies in its success in the marketplace of ideas,
rather than in its novelty alone. According to Cohendet and Grandadam (2008), the creative
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individual is a creator or inventor, not an innovator. Innovation itself relates not only to the
novelty but also to its introduction into an existing social system (Fayolle, 2004) but is of
course distinct from creativity in that the system of values relates to the profitable application
of ideas.

Yet, in a study conducted by Kahl, da Fonseca & Witte (2009), contemporary creativity
research was investigated, by conducting an analysis of 119 abstracts. The study revealed that
in fact the terms creativity and innovation are used interchangeably by some disciplines.
Craft (2005; 2008) has analysed the increasing link made globally between creativity and innovation, in ‘marketizing’ creativity critiquing this as problematic, particularly in relation to
education, and arguing that harnessing education to a neoliberal narrative of need could be
seen as culturally specific (a particularly Western idea) and misplaced in relation to global
challenges, economic, environmental and spiritual. Sawyer (2006) by contrast argues that
education increasingly needs to address the needs of society in which innovation is a core
dimension. Drawing on studies of improvisation he suggests educators should connect to
research about creativity and collaboration in order to develop ways of educating that attend
to the role of improvisation in learning. Improvisational teams, Sawyer (2006) argues, are
what are needed in the global economy and this means teaching in ways that allow students to
build knowledge collectively, engage in enquiry and in productive argumentation and externalise their own developing knowledge. Sawyer identifies implications for lesson structure,
curriculum design and teacher preparation.

Thus, creativity and innovation overlap in relation to their source/impetus however
whereas creativity may produce results which have a variety of forms of impact, the notion of
innovation implies impact in an economic context.

The evaluation of creativity

The evaluation of creativity is complex because it must take into account at the least, the individual, the task and the result of this interaction i.e. outcomes achieved. In order to assess
creativity, then we must consider each component separately, but also their interactions. Thus
a comprehensive assessment of the creative process must take into account the creative potential of the individual but also the creative output. In addition we must take into account the
emotional and situational dimensions of personality, as we know that they played an im-
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portant role in the process of creativity (Davis 2009). Also we have to consider results from a
developmental perspective, which is not unanimous on the development of creativity. For
example, Torrance’s (1968) results showed poor performance on the fluency and originality
of children between 9 and 10 years old, while Runco and Charles (2000-2001) noted that originality and appropriateness of ideas increases with age.

Finally, many authors (Han &

Marvin, 2002, Besançon, Guignard & Lubart, 2006) recognize the existence of multiple forms
of creativity. For instance they claim that "a child can have a strong creative ability in science
(mathematics, science) and have difficulty in inventing a story" (Besançon et al., 2006, p.
492). In addition there is increasing recognition that creativity emerges from collaboration
(John-Steiner, 2000, Chappell et al., 2008) and thus ways of ‘measuring’ creativity which are
individually focused may be misplaced. And there is an increasing recognition of the importance of context (for example, Kim, 2006a, 2006b; Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). Creativity,
such researchers argue, cannot occur in a vacuum; it is specific to particular domains and is
affected, influenced and ultimately judged by the surrounding cultural context (the field).
There are a number of different ways of approaching the conceptualisation of assessment of creativity, however there appear to be three fundamental points to consider. First is
what is to be assessed (i.e. is creativity seen as a process, a product, or both?); second is who
should be involved in assessment (i.e. should someone outside of the creator make that
judgement or does the creator have a role to play) and finally; how is creativity assessed in
practice (i.e. what tools or tasks are adopted). Responses to these questions can be grouped
into two kinds of approach to assessing creativity, which we now explore: psychometric and
componential approaches.

Psychometric approaches
A dominant approach to the measurement of creativity has drawn on psychometrics, in other
words using the same tools as for the forms of intelligence (Sternberg, 2003a). For example,
in Albert & Runco (1999) it is noted that “...creativity is a mental capacity and was an integral
part of the general concept of intelligence” (p. 27). However, results of studies, about the possible links between the different aspects of intelligence (cognition, creativity and socialadaptation) according to Sternberg’s model of intelligence, found heterogeneity of these aspects. In the same way, results in typically developing people show low correlations between
performance on IQ tests and tests of divergent thinking (Preckel et al., 2005).
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Another series of tests widely used in the study of creativity in children is that of divergent thinking (ability to generate many solutions from a single stimulus). Among them the
best known are those of Guilford (1950) and the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT)
(Torrance, 1976). Guilford's test assesses the "intellectual structure" of individuals, based on
120 cognitive skills. The Torrance Tests are of two types, the figural test which uses three
picture-based activities and devised for all levels of use from kindergarten to adulthood,
which tests fluency, elaboration, originality, resistance to premature closure and abstractness
of titles. The verbal test uses six word-based activities to assess fluency (number of responses
produced), flexibility (number of different categories in which we can classify the answers)
and originality (production of ideas relatively rare) and can be used with children from the age
of six to adulthood. The tests look to evaluate participants’ ability to generate many diverse
ideas in response to a single stimulus, or ‘divergent thinking’. In the Torrance tests, individuals are encouraged to elicit the maximum number of ideas from a verbal or pictorial stimulus.
For exemple, children are asked to find the maximum of ideas from a verbal or pictorial stimulus, for instance, “name all-round the things you can think of”. The TTCT (1976) is among
the most used in the literature. Many recent studies have shown its metric qualities but also its
theoretical and methodological limitations (Almeida et al., 2008; Kim, 2006; Lubart &
Georgsdottir, 2004; Runco, 2004). Studies on divergent thinking, (Lubart & Georgsdottir,
2004; Mouchiroud & Lubart, 2001) show a correlation between fluency and originality, because the large number of produced responses increases the probability to have at least an
original and creative idea. However a question which arises, concerning the productions from
the tasks of divergent thinking, is the appropriateness of the ideas in relation to the constraints
of the task.

The concept of divergent thinking is opposed to that of convergent thinking, which reflects the ability to select the most coherent idea of several answers (a single proposal as
original as possible is requested). Urban and Jellen (1996) propose a convergent/intégrative
way of assessing creative potential. In this test, the TCT-DP (Test of creative thinking - drawing production), fourteen indices are considered to reflect the creativity of the person. People
are asked to make a graphic production from six elements already present on a sheet (of
which five are located in a frame). This type of standardized task partly simulates real creative
work and involves the ability to combine several ideas, synthesize, to achieve a single production, incorporating the original constraints imposed or elements. In this type of task, many
other aspects of the creative potential may be involved (cognitive, conative, and environ-
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mental) and the resulting creative products become comparable to each other. More recently
Lubart et al. (2011) developed the EPOC test that measures the ‘Creative Abilities of Children’ in both divergent and convergent thinking. The measurements are performed currently
in two areas of application, verbal and graphic. Thereafter, they will be extended to other
fields (music, social and scientific are being studied).

Componential approaches
Another more qualitative frame developed for the assessment of creativity is the componential
approach, this denotes the recognition of multiple ‘components’ or elements in creativity and
attempts to assess creativity more holistically and in-context, encompassing a focus on either
process or product, or, more usually, both. The work of Amabile (1983, 1990, 1996), has
been influential in developing the componential approach. In assessing creativity using multiple components, Amabile has developed the Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT),
which involves shared expertise around criteria derived by consensus, by judges of creativity.
This field of judges may include the producer – in the case of schools, the children themselves. Judges ultimately grade creative processes and products on a five-point scale from
very uncreative to very creative. There are many versions of Amabile’s CAT, some formally
identified as such and others reflecting aspects of it, although some, for example the Reggio
Emilia pre-schools in Northern Italy (Rinaldi, 2006), use their own version of a componential
approach involving artists, teachers, children and to a degree parents, in the interpretation of
documentation which evidences each child’s creative engagement and development. And in
England the development of the Assessment of Assessing Progression in Creativity instrument, by the Center for Real World Learning and partner CCE, seeks to provide new perspectives on the assessment of creativity progression (Lucas et al, 2012) in wider European contexts.
Other approaches to componential assessment have been developed at an informal
though regional level, for example in England in the regional initiative, 5x5x5=creativity
(Bancroft et al, 2008). This emphasises the reach and potency of close written and photographic documentation of children’s learning undertaken by adults (teachers, parents, artists
and others) and reveals complexities and depth of children’s creative engagement.

This

componential approach actively acknowledges the central role that the context in which creativity occurs has on both activity and outcomes and therefore seeks to incorporate this in its
‘measurements’ of creativity. This approach to the assessment of creativity, sees creativity as
contextualised, rather than general. Like the previous approaches it adopts a focus on the
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product but can also be used to evaluate the process. It can be adapted for use with both individuals and pairs or groups. It sites the locus of judgement with the field of judges which
may include the creator/s.

Conclusion
In conclusion, research has given much information about the process of creativity. In
order to understand characteristics of highly creative people we have to examine cognitive
and conative characteristics, and the wider environment also. However the study of this concept is still very complex and requires more precision in order to better understand it. As
highlighted by Hauch (2002), "there is no unified theory of creativity, creativity is everywhere
asked about the production and human thought, but it remains unseizable as to its nature and
the motors that drive it…" (p. 15). What is perhaps most evident from this review is the diversity of lenses that may be used through which to seek insight into the phenomenon. This literature review has focused mainly on cognitive and componential approaches, drawing additionally on some psychometric and social-personality work, but other lenses such as humanistic, psychodynamic and evolutionary approaches, may be just as fruitful particularly in a
world which continues to tussle between inductive and deductive approaches to knowledgebuilding.
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